The ancient Irish, needless to say, were fighters. They were active in tribal wars, in contests between kings, and in campaigns or forays carried on in Wales and England. Their weapons and shields were cast of bronze, the weapons being tempered, and it must have required a large number of molders to supply them. The early Irish smiths were accomplished in the manufacture of such weapons and implements. They knew how to make alloys, how to chase metals, how to color them. The earliest Irish molders worked with copper for some time before they learned to make bronze, the copper being easy to melt from the native ores and readily shaped after the rough casting. Later on when the use of tin was discovered, tin was combined with copper to make bronze, and the most skillful work was done in producing I !r R such objects as axes, chisels, daggers and swords, spears, shields, ornaments for harnesses and chariots, and articles for personal adornment.
The ancient Irish, needless to say, were fighters. They were active in tribal wars, in contests between kings, and in campaigns or forays carried on in Wales and England. Their weapons and shields were cast of bronze, the weapons being tempered, and it must have required a large number of molders to supply them. They were as beautiful in shape and proportion as those which have come down to us from the classic period of Greece and !i Rome.
This The early Irish smiths were accomplished in the manufacture of such weapons and implements. They knew how to make alloys, how to chase metals, how to color them. The earliest Irish molders worked with copper for some time before they learned to make bronze, the copper being easy to melt from the native ores and readily shaped after the rough casting. Later on when the use of tin was discovered, tin was combined with copper to make bronze, and the most skillful work was done in producing I !r R such objects as axes, chisels, daggers and swords, spears, shields, ornaments for harnesses and chariots, and articles for personal adornment.
Although the art of forging the heated metal was unknown to the Irish, they were masters of casting. Molds were also made from clay and sand, which were baked. One of these, found on the site of a prehistoric foundry, is in the Dublin Museum. The first metallic axe retained the form of the stone axe. In some regions of scarce metal bronze axes were copied in stone, but this was apparently just a case of the poor man copying the rich man's weapon in a cheaper and more easily obtainable material. Bronze axes, like stone axes, served both as tools and weapons as occasion demanded. With them one might fell trees and dress timber or split the heads of one's enemies.
The well-balanced, decorated celt cast with a socket, has often been traced and the different forms classified as flat celts, flanged celts, winged celts and palstaves, with and without loops, and socketed celts. Our acquisitions represent the three principal types of Irish axes: i, the flat axe with incipient flanges made by hammering on the sides after casting and cable pattern on the sides; 2, the axe with flanges and stop-ridge; and 3, the axe with socket and ring. In the earliest type of metal axe the mold made but one side of the casting, and the opposite side was finished by hammering. The early flat axe shown above was cast in stone molds made in two parts, both the cope and the drag. Already it shows a number of advanced features. The cutting edge has a wide-curved, thin outline caused by hammering to harden and sharpen it and has itself become an ornamental feature, with the curved points adding greatly to the elegance of the shape. The thickest part is in the center of the blade, where there is a slight transverse stop-ridge to prevent the axe from being driven through the handle when a blow was struck, and the edges are cabled to grip the thongs of the handle more securely.
In the beginning metal axes were hafted much as stone axes had been. The early flat celt was attached to the wooden handle with thongs; the handle was perforated, or split at the end, to receive it, or it was lashed to one side. In the case of our flat axe, which has side flanges, a handle was made from a branch with an elbowjoint; its shorter limb was split and the metal slipped in; a lashing of sinew which fitted over the cabling of the sides secured the axe to the haft. To provide a long weapon for mounted axe were hammered up to form a groove into horsemen, the dagger was lengthened to bewhich the handle was wedged. A stop-ridge come a short, straight, double-edged sword. on either side prevented it from being driven The length of our dagger blade is a shade under back through the handle. Height 33? inches; nine inches. Unfortunately it has neither hilt hardness 15-25; weight 43/4 ounces. Rogers nor rivets to indicate how it was fastened. In Fund, 1948 fact, to determine whether such an Irish weapon is a dagger or a halberd is sometimes difficult. The halberd is a pointed metal blade affixed at or near the end of a shaft and transversely to it, a sort of tomahawk with a pointed blade. The halberd preceded the sword and was used until the craftsman was sufficiently skilled to fashion so large a casting as a sword. In time the sword blade was widened toward its point to make a "leaf-shaped" sword which could be used for slashing as well as thrusting. 
